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Abstract

In a Fermi-degenerate plasma, the electronic stopping of a slow ion is smaller than that given by the classical
because some transitions between the electron states are forbidden. The bremsstrahlung losses are then smaller, so tha
nuclear burning of an aneutronic fuel is more efficient. Consequently, there occurs a parameter regime in which self-b
possible. Practical obstacles in this regime that must be overcome before net energy can be realized include the compressi
the fuel to an ultra dense state and the creation of a hot spot.
 2004 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

A fusion reaction in which no neutrons are pr
duced is safer and cleaner than D–T fusion reactor.+
B11 → 3α(2.7 MeV) and D+He3 → p(14.7 MeV)+
α(3.6 MeV) are the most promising reaction for th
purpose. However, the cross-section for these fue
appreciable only when the ion-temperatureTi exceeds
100 keV for P–B11, and 50 keV for D–He3 [1,2]. P–
B11 is the cleanest, but it needs high temperature
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burning. D–He3 requires only a moderate temperatu
but it has two disadvantages. One is the productio
the neutrons from the D–D and D–T reactions. T
can be partially overcome with a high-He3 and low-
D fuel mixture, which then must be burned abo
100 keV[3]. The other drawback is the scarcity of H3

on Earth[4].
For P–B11, Dawson[3] pointed out that the brems

strahlung power at temperature of 200 keV is grea
than the fusion power, which makes self-burning
likely. To avoid the bremsstrahlung losses, the elec
temperatureTe must be much lower than the ion tem
peratureTi , but not too low because the fusion bypro
ucts should be preferentially stopped by the ions[3,5].
In view of this consideration, the electron temperat
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must be in narrow range around 100 keV to retain
possibility of self-burning[3,5–7].

For inertial confinement fusion using P–B11, there
have been several theoretical attempts to genera
detonation wave[5,8–10]. Martinez-Val and Elieze
[8] showed that compressed fuel can be burned b
expanding ion fusion-burning wave preceded by
electron-conduction heat detonation wave. A large
between the electron temperatureTe

∼= 80 keV and the
ion temperatureTi

∼= 200 keV might then be achiev
able. Leon[9] suggested that the bremsstrahlung,
stopping power of an alpha particle, and the io
electron collision rate are all reduced due to
electron degeneracy, facilitating the detonation wa
However, the feasibility of self-burning even with th
temperature differential still remains unclear[5]. We
show here that, without consideration of the pra
cality, for a particular parameter regime, Fermi d
generacy plays an important role in reducing the
pha particle stopping, ion–electron collisions and th
bremsstrahlung, so that self-burning is possible.
optimal regimes are characterized by an electron t
perature much lower than the 80 keV suggested
Eliezer and Martinez-Val[5,8].

The feasibility of ICF in D–He3 [4] is greater if the
fusion reactivity is higher. In D–He3 fusion, a 14 MeV
proton transfers its energy mainly to the electro
and soTe is the same or higher thanTi . Because of
the bremsstrahlung losses, the concentration of D
a minimum value, under which a burning is impo
sible [3]. By reducing this minimum value, we ca
achieve the minimum number of neutrons. Honda[4]
pointed out that, due to the nuclear elastic scatter
there will be more energy transfer to the ions fro
a 14 MeV proton, which though still smaller than
the electrons, improves the fusion reactivity. We sh
that, due to the degeneracy, the proton can be sto
mainly by He3 through the nuclear elastic scatterin
and the fuel might be burned in lowTe and highTi .
Accessing a regime in whichTi � Te is always use-
ful for achieving controlled fusion. For example,
magnetically confined fusion, the low electron te
perature reduces the requirement on confining pla
pressure, and the reactivity can be improved by ch
neling thealpha energy in the D–T reaction[12]. In a
tokamak, this might be accomplished through rf wa
[11]. Here, the regimeTi � Te affords the possibility
of achieving ignition altogether in aneutronic fuel.
The Letter is organized as follows. In Section2,
the stopping power formula in a electron degen
ate plasma is presented. In Section3 the regime of
self-burning is identified using the formula in Se
tion 2. In Section4, theρR equation for fuel burning
is solved to find the appropriate pellet dimension a
the constraint on the laser or ion beam power. In S
tion 5, we discuss the implications and limitations
these results. In Section6, we summarize our mai
results.

2. Electronic stopping power

The electronic stopping power in an electron deg
erate metal has been intensively studied theoretic
[13–23]and experimentally[22,24–29]. In a fully de-
generate plasma, when the velocity of an ion is sma
than the electron Fermi-velocity, the electronic stop
ping power becomes almost independent of the d
sity and proportional to the ion velocity[13,15,17],
i.e.,

(1)c
dE

dt
= C(χ)

8

3π

m2Z2e4

µh̄3
E,

whereµ is the ion mass,E is the ion energy,m is
the electron mass,χ2 = e2/πh̄vF , vF is the Fermi
velocity, andC(χ) ∼= 1

2[log(1 + 1
χ2 ) − 1

1+χ2 ] [16].
The above formula is valid ifv � vF and rs � 1,
wherev is the ion velocity, andrs = me2

h̄
( 3

4πne
)1/3 [13,

15,17]. The collisions occur between the ion and
fastest electrons rather than, as in a weakly-cou
hot plasma, between the ion and the thermal e
trons. The collisional cross-section decreases as 1/v4

F .
This strong dependence of the cross-section onvF

just suffices to cancel the effect of the greater e
tron density, the greater energy loss per collision,
the great relative velocity of the colliding particle
The stopping frequency then is independent of
electron density. The ion–electron collision frequenc
is

(2)νe,i = 3.47× 1013(Z2/µ
)

s−1,

whereµ is the nucleus mass in the unit of the prot
mass, andC(χ) ∼= 2 whenn ∼= 1028 cm−3. For further
details, seeAppendix A.
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3. Regimes of self-burning

3.1. P–B11

When Te < Ti , the ion kinetic energy is draine
into the electrons. The rate of the energy drain fr
the ions to the electrons is given asPi,e(eV/cm3 s) =
3
2νi,eniTi with νi,e given from Eq.(2), whereni (Ti) is
the total density (temperature) of the ions, andTi � Te

is assumed. The rate of the fusion energy produc
is Pf (eV/cm3 s) = n1n2〈σv〉�E, wheren1 andn2 is
the density of the fusing pair,�E is the energy pro
duced per fusion, and〈σv〉 is the Maxwellian averag
or the so-called “reaction activity”[1]. We now con-
sider P–B11 fuel. The ratioPi,e/Pf is given as

(3)

Pi,e

Pf

= (25/11ε + 1)(5ε + 1)

ε

3.47× 1013

ne〈σv〉
3Ti/2

8.7 MeV
,

whereε = nB/np . For the fuel to be burned, firstly
Pi,e/Pf < 1 must be satisfied, and secondly, the
sion product must be stopped mainly by the ions
by the electrons. Note that Eq.(3), as a function ofε,
has a minimum whenε ∼= 0.3. With ε = 0.3 andTi =
200 keV, we note thatPi,e/Pf = 1 when the electron
density isn0 = 6.69× 1028 cm−3. Thusne > n0 satis-
fies the first requirement. We used the recent reac
activity data from[30]: 〈σv〉 = 2.5 × 10−16 cm3/s,
which is less than the activity given by the old da
by 37.5%[5].

For the second, withε = 0.3, the ion stopping fre
quency of the alpha particle is

∑
j να,j (E) = 7.32×

1013(ne/n0)(E0/E)3/2 s−1, where E0 = 2.7 MeV,
the Coulomb logarithm isΛ = 5, and we used the clas

sical formula:νi,j
∼= 9.0× 10−8(

nj Zj
2

µj
Λi,j )

√
µi

1
E

3/2
i

.

The fraction of the energy transfer from the alpha p
ticle to the ions is

(4)

E0∫
0

dE

∑
j να,j (E)

νi,e + ∑
j να,j (E)

.

Whenne = n0, 85% of the alpha particle energy go
to ions; forne = 2n0, the fraction is 92%. Therefore
the second requirement is satisfied automatically w
ne > n0.

The electron temperature is determined from
balance between the energy input from the ions
the losses from the bremsstrahlung:

(5)Pi,e(Te, Ti) = PB(Te).

For ne = 2n0 and ε = 0.3, Pi,e = 9.3 × 1047 (eV/

cm3 s). Using the classical bremsstrahlung form
[3,5,34],

PB

(
eV

cm3 s

)
= 9.3× 10−14neT

1/2

(∑
i

niZ
2
i

)

(6)×
(

1+ 2Te

mec2

)
,

whereTe in the unit of eV. We obtainTe
∼= 27 keV

from Eq.(5). The above analysis shows that, in prin
ple, P–B11 can be burned withTi = 200 keV andTe =
27 keV, with the optimized fuel concentrationε = 0.3
overcoming the bremsstrahlung losses. The densi
the system is slightly more than 3.8× 105 g/cm3, and
the Fermi energy is 95 keV. SinceTe < EF , the elec-
trons are still degenerate.

3.2. D–He3

In D–He3 ICF, the electron temperature can ge
erally be no less than the ion temperature, sinc
14 MeV proton is mainly stopped by electrons. F
example, if nD/nHe = 0.1 to assure a low neutro
level, thenPB/Pf is larger than 1 at all tempera
tures[3], and a self-sustaining burn is not possib
However, nuclear-elastic collisions (NEC) do chan
energy from a 14 MeV proton to He3 [4,31], improv-
ing the chance for a self-sustaining burn. Nonethel
since most of the energy still goes from the pro
to the electrons, the electron temperature still can
be much lower than the ion temperature. Thus, it
pears, at first sight, necessary to increasenD/nHe for
burning. We show, however, that, in an ultra den
ρ = 105 g/cm3 plasma, the NEC can transfer the p
ton energy mainly to He3, and so the electron tempe
ature might be lower than the ion temperature as
P–B11 case, thereby, achieving the self-sustaining burn
condition.

If Coulomb stopping of the proton by the ions
ignored, the energy loss of the proton by the ions
given by

(7)
dE

dt
= −σN(E)v(E)f (E),
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whereσN(E) is NEC cross-section,v is the proton ve-
locity, andf is the fraction of the proton energy lo
per a NEC. The fraction of the energy deposition
the electrons is

(8)re =
E0∫
0

νi,eE

νi,eE + σN(E)v(E)f (E)
dE,

whereE0 = 14.7 MeV, νi,e = 3.47× 1013 s−1 from
Eq. (2). Using NEC data from[38], roughly, re ∼=
1/(1 + nHe/(3.47× 1028)). For ρ = 3 × 105 g/cm3

and fornD/nHe = 0.1, 35% goes to electrons. The a
pha particle also transfers less than 10 percent o
energy to the electrons. Overall, 70% of energy g
to the ions from the fusion product. FornD/nHe = 0.1,
Ti = 70 keV andρ as given above, we note th
Pi,e = 2.94 × 1047 (eV/cm3 s), and Pf = 5.79 ×
1047 (eV/cm3 s), where we used the reactivity dat
〈σv〉 = 10−16 cm3/s from [1], and thatPB = 2.6 ×
1045√Te (eV/cm3 s), whereTe is in eV and assume
to be non-relativistic. We note also that 0.7Pf /Pi,e =
1.38> 1, and so the fuel burns. By balancingPi,e +
0.3Pf = PB , we findTe = 32 keV. The plasma is stil
partially degenerate sinceEF = 90 keV.

4. Reactor prospects

To find the pellet dimension and total power, w
solve theρR equation (see, e.g.,[32]) in P–B11 with
ε = 0.3 andρ = 3.8× 105 g/cm3:

(9)
dx

dt
∼= 1.2× 1013(0.7+ x),

wherex is the ratio of the deuterium density to the in
tial helium density;x = 0.3 att = 0, andx = 0 at total
burn-up. The solution isx(0.7 + x) ∼= 0.3e−1.2×1013t .
For the total burn-up, the confinement timetc = R/Cs

must be larger than 10−13 s, whereCs is the sound
wave velocity, andR is the pellet dimension. As
sumingCs

∼= √
nEF /ρ, thenR must be larger than

10−4 cm. The electron degeneracy energy is 3×
109 J/g. As an example, forR = 10−3 cm, by putting
Pin = 4.78 MJ, we getPout = 88 MJ, and soG =
Pout/Pin = 18.31. For D–He3 with nD/nHe = 0.1 and
ρ = 3 × 105 g/cm3, the pellet dimension and the e
ergy input characteristic is almost the same as w
P–B11 analysis. The gainG is 15.
The feasibility as a reactor for either of these
els is low because the gain is smaller than 20,
more than 200 is usually required[36]. We note that
the gain can be as large as 1000 in D–T fuel[32].
The creation of a hot spot for the fast ignition[33]
might be a way of improving the gain substantia
This might be done by using a small D–T pellet
side the aneutronic fuel or a fission–fusion hyb
concept[4]. Because of the ultra dense conditio
a difficult practical requirement for the uniformity o
the laser or particle beam in compression must
met.

5. Discussion

As shown in Section3, the radiation losses can b
overcome sufficiently for self-sustained burning. Rid
[37] pointed that the fusion power of an aneutro
plasma is substantially smaller than the minim
recirculating power to maintain the non-equilibrium
condition (highTi and lowTe), which diminishes the
prospect for utilizing aneutronic fuel. However, h
derivation is under the assumption that the two-bo
effects are proportional to

∫
d3x |n(x)|2. In an ultra

dense plasma, we showed the stopping power is
proportional to the electron density, breaking that
sumption, and thus avoiding the negative conclus
by Rider.

The practicality as a reactor is likely small, as d
cussed in Section4, unless the gain can be made larg
In this respect, note that certain assumptions m
here might be too pessimistic. One is that we assu
total electron degeneracy in the calculation ofνi,e . In
a partially degenerate plasma,νi,e has the tendency t
decrease as a function ofTe [39,41–43], but the de-
tailed result of the stopping power in a partially dege
erate plasma[43–45] has not been incorporated in
our calculation.

To see why, in a partially degenerate plasma,
slowing down might be smaller yet, consider a plas
in which electrons can be assumed to be class
When v � vte, wherev (vte) is the velocity of the
ion (the thermal electron), the ion energy loss com
solely from collisions of the ion with the electrons wi
|ve| < v. For an isotropic velocity distribution, elec
trons with |ve| > v do not drag the ion because of
well-known cancellation (e.g.,[35]).
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On the other hand, ifv � vF , and the electrons ar
completely degenerate, then the drag on the ion co
mainly from the electrons with|ve| ∼= vF . The force
from electrons with|ve| ∼= vF does not cancel in con
trast to the classical limit.This is because, due to th
lack of the asymmetry of the electron–hole transit
probability [13], the drag force of electrons on a io
is not exactly an inverse-square law. It depends on
direction relative to the ion-velocity. The cancellatio
however, occurs only for inverse-square forces. E
trons with |ve| < vF − v do not drag the ion becaus
these electrons do not collide with the ion due to
lack of available holes.

Consider now a case whenv � vte � vF , where
vte = √

2Te/me. The electrons with|ve| < v still do
not drag the ions, because no hole is available.
drag by the electrons with|ve| ∼= vF is greatly re-
duced compared to the case of the complete dege
acy, since the transition probability asymmetry is n
very sharp, but has instead the scale ofvte. Its effect
can be roughly estimated, and it might imply thatνi,e

must be reduced byO(vte/vF ) compared to Eq.(3).
WhenT ∼= EF , mainly electrons with|ve| < v con-

tribute to the stopping. The stopping frequency is th
proportional toνe,i

∼= νc
e,ie

−µ/(1+ e−µ)2, whereµ is
the chemical potential, andνc

e,i is the classical ion–
electron collision frequency withTe

∼= EF .
The above rough considerations seem to imply

speculative, that ifv � vte � vF , νi,e is reduced fur-
ther as a function ofTe aroundmev

2/2 < Te � EF .
This is especially true for P–B11 becausevti/vte

∼= 0.1
where vti = √

2Ti/mi with Te = 10 keV andTi =
200 keV. In D–He3, the 14 MeV proton velocity is
too large to have a such a separation. But in P–B11, we
might speculate that there will be big reduction of t
stopping frequency for an appropriate electron temp
ature.

Secondly, the bremsstrahlung is also reduc
WhenEF � Te, not all electrons collide with the ions
since many of the electron–hole transitions are forbid
den. The estimate[40], using the classical derivatio
of the bremsstrahlung[34], shows that the total los
will be reduced byO((T/EF )3/2) from the classica
formula. If the bremsstrahlung is reduced too much
that the electrons begin to heat up, we can put so
high-Z impurity to the fuel so that we can fine tu
the bremsstrahlung to balance with the ion–elect
energy transfer at the optimal electron temperature.
-

Thirdly, at such a high density asne
∼= 1029 cm−3,

h̄ωpe becomes 10 keV, whereωpe = √
4πne2/me is

the plasma frequency, and a significant fraction of
energy radiated will be reabsorbed, given the fact tha
Te is a few tens of keV. The Compton heating of t
electrons also turns out to be significant[5].

The above considerations tell us that the sev
condition imposed for self-burning in Section3 can
be eased by the further reduction inνi,e , the brems-
strahlung losses and the reabsorption. However,
is all quite speculating; an estimation of how mu
it will help remains to be seen. In particular, t
bremsstrahlung and the stopping power should
taken into account in the full context of the part
degeneracy. We can adopt the bremsstrahlung lo
from [40] and a more exact estimation ofνi,e from
[43–45].

As a warning, we note the following: In the sto
ping power estimation (Section2), we assume tha
ne = 1028 cm−3 with Te = 0, but forne = 1029 cm−3,
we note a 10% increase in the electron stopping c
pared with Eq.(2). We also note that the relativist
effect is also should be taken into account in the ca
lation of the stopping power and the bremsstrahlu
because the Fermi energy is 20% of the electron m
energy. We estimate that, in the bremsstrahlung,
partial degeneracy is much more important effect t
the relativistic one[40]. But, in the stopping power re
duction, the relativistic effect might be as important
the partial degeneracy[46].

Therefore, we propose that the full time evoluti
of the fuel burning should be obtained with the r
ativistic effect, the partial degeneracy, the local fiel
correction and the other effects mentioned taken int
account. While this is beyond the scope of the pres
manuscript, it is clear to the extent that these effe
tend to reduce the coupling of the electrons, and it
be even easier to maintain disparate ion and elec
temperature and hence greater activity.

6. Summary

In this Letter, we identified a possible ignitio
regime for P–B11 and D–He3, in whichρ > 105 g/cm,
Ti

∼= 100 keV, andTe = 30 keV. The degenerac
of the electrons reduces the stopping power and
bremsstrahlung losses, which facilitates self-susta
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burning. It is mainly the reduction in the stoppin
power of the electrons that enables such a large
ferential between ion and electron temperature. Whil
the power requirements suggest that this regime is
impractical for inertial confinement fusion, the regim
may be practical should the present assumptions
out to be wrong concerning the electron stopping
partially degenerate plasma, the Compton heating
reduction of the bremsstrahlung, relativistic effect,
the reabsorption of the radiation. Some arguments
given suggesting that these assumptions, in fact,
overstate the stopping by electrons.
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Appendix A. Stopping power in a degenerate
plasma [15]

The total field generated by a test particle, wh
travels with velocityv at the position atrtest(t) = r0 +
vt , is

(A.1)Etot
k,ω = Etest

k,ω

D(k,ω)
,

whereEtest
k,ω = (2πq)e−ik·r0δ(ω − k · v) is the Fourier

transform ofEtest(r) = q(r − rtest(t))/|r − rtest(t)|3.
The field generated from the background particles

Epol(rtest, t) =
∫

Epol(k,ω)eik·rtest−iωt d3k
(2π)3

dω

(2π)

(A.2)

= q

∫
εk

[
1

D(k,k · v)
− 1

]
d3k

(2π)3
,

which becomes[15]

(A.3)

Epol(rtest, t) = −4πq

∫ [
k · v
k2v

ImD(k,k · v)

|D(k,k · v)|2
]

d3k
(2π)3 .

The stopping powerdK
dl

= |qEpol| is the energy loss o
the particle per unit length by the drag, whereK is the
kinetic energy of the ion. From Eq.(A.3), dK
dl

is given
as

(A.4)
dK

dl
= q2

2π2

∫ [
k · v
k2v

ImD(k,k · v)

|D(k,k · v)|2
]

d3k.

Now we consider the drag on the test ion by
degenerate electrons. The dielectric functionDl in a
completely degenerate plasma is given as

(A.5)Dl = 1+ 3ω2
pe

k2v2
F

f,

wheref is

f (u, z) = 1

2
+ 1

8z

(
1− (z − u)2) log

(
z − u + 1

z − u − 1

)

(A.6)

+ 1

8z

(
1− (z + u)2) log

(
z + u + 1

z + u − 1

)
,

wherez = k
2kF

, u = ω+iγ h̄
kvF

, andvF (kF ) is the Fermi
velocity (wave vector). We note thatf has the real par
fr and the imaginary partfi . For a very smallγ , fr are
given as

fr = 1

2
+ 1

8z

(
1− (z − u)2) log

(∣∣∣∣z − u + 1

z − u − 1

∣∣∣∣
)

+ 1

8z

(
1− (z + u)2) log

(∣∣∣∣z + u + 1

z + u − 1

∣∣∣∣
)

,

(A.7)

fi =



π
2 u (|z + u| < 1),
π
8z

(1− (z − u)2) (|z − u| < 1 < |z + u|),
0 (|z − u| > 1).

Using Eqs.(A.5) and (A.7), Eq.(A.4) becomes

(A.8)
dK

dl
= 4πZ2e4

mev2
neL,

whereL is

L = 6

π

v/vF∫
0

udu

(A.9)

×
∞∫

0

z3 dz
fi(u, z)

(z2 + χ2fr(u, z))2 + χ4fi(u, z)2 ,
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whereχ2 = e2

πh̄vF
. We now consider the case whe

v
vF

� 1. From Eq.(A.7), fi andfr is given as

fr (u, z) ∼= fr(0, z),

(A.10)fi(u, z) ∼=
{

π
2 u (z < 1),

0 (z > 1).

dK
dl

in Eq.(A.4) then becomes

(A.11)
dK

dl
= 4Z2e4m2

e

3πh̄3 vC1(χ),

whereC1 is defined as

(A.12)C1(χ) =
1∫

0

z3 dz

(z2 + χ2fr (0, z))2
.

Eqs. (A.12), (A.11) show that whenv/vF � 1,
the energy loss is proportional to the ion veloc
and almost independent of the electron density. If
put fr = fr (0,0) = 1, and assumeχ2 � 1, C1 ∼=
− log(χ) which is obtained by Fermi[13]. νe,i then
can be obtained fromνe,i = ( dK

dl
)/Kv.
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